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Abstract: There are many idealism problems in modern physics. These are (1) denying the 

relationship between sense and existence, (2) doing not accord with the law of causality, (3) imaging the 

universe using deductive method of mathematics, (4) propagating the super distance effect which do not 

need time, (5) using wrong philosophy and physics concepts, (6) studying the origin of the universe, (7) 

departing from axiomatic system, (8) denying the definitions of basic physical quantities. These 

problems are destroying the fundaments of physics as well as the whole science. In the research of 

physics, we must insistent materialism, anti- idealism and anti-divine creation. 
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In the study of physics, people must adhere to materialism against idealism and creationism. People 

include physical phenomena and laws that can be recognized through a variety of observation and 

perception in the scope of the science. People include projections and scenarios that come from the 

basis of the existing physical phenomena and laws, and have not been validated, in the scope of the 

hypothesis. Science is to determine and correct. The hypothesis is not necessarily correct. 

In recent years, the authors participated in a number of modern physics conferences. Idealism and the 

concept of error are found in modern physics. They are embodied in the following aspects. 

1. Serious problem of idealism in modern physics 

(1) Denying the relationship between sense and existence 

Some people think that physical quantities have been non-existent. The physical quantities exist only 

after the instruments placed there. Same people say that “If people do not look at the moon or do not see 

the moon, they say the moon does not exist; if they see the moon, they say the moon exists”. In fact, the 

physical quantity is an objective reality, only the instruments placed there, it was measured; the original 

physical quantities have a certain impact due to the instrument loading, which needs to be eliminated. 

(2) Doing not accord with the law of causality 

The law of causality is the basis of all science. There are one result due to multi-reasons, multi-results 

due to one reason, and one result due to one reason. A result, there must be corresponding reasons. 

This is the foundation for all science, including mathematics, physics, chemistry, engineering and social 

sciences. However, some researchers actually do not speak of causality in modern physics. If the 

physics do not speak of causality, then the physics is not science. 

(3) Imaging the universe using deductive method of mathematics 

In the physics community, mathematical equation or model are often random endowed with physical 
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meaning, and all sorts of strange phenomena and things are imagined. 

People can use physical - mathematical models to study physical problems, but can never imagining 

physical problems using mathematical methods. In mathematics, the multidimensional variable can be 

referred to as multi-dimensional space. In physics, there are the one-dimensional space (line), 

two-dimensional space (surface) and three space (body); does not exist more than three-dimensional 

physical space. The multidimensional space in mathematics cannot be directly ported to physics; only in 

dimension less than or equal to 3 (not including time). Mathematical problem cannot free to give physical 

meaning. 

(4) Propagating the super distance effect which do not need time  

Some people believe that the interaction of two distant objects need no time, which is in line with the 

super distance effect. In fact, the interaction between objects of any kind need an intermediary which is 

generally believed to be the microscopic particles (which may also not be found), the process takes time. 

2. Using wrong philosophy and physics concepts 

There have concepts of the positive universe, the negative universe or the anti-universe, the positive 

matter, the negative matter or anti-matter, black holes, white holes, curved space, turn back time, 

two-dimensional creatures, Higgs particles, etc., in the physics community. These are the wrong 

philosophy and physics concepts. 

According to the definition of philosophy and science, all the space, the sum of material and time 

constitute the universe. (1)There is only one universe, no positive and negative points. (2)The world is 

made up of matter and the matter is of no positive and negative points. (3)There are no black holes that 

only absorb the material and do not emit substances. (4)There are no white holes that only release the 

material and do not absorb substances. (5)The space is of no material properties, will not bend. (6) The 

passage rate of time does not change, will not be back. (7)There is no two-dimensional biological and 

material. (8)The God does not exist, there was no Higgs. 

There are negatively charged electrons, positively charged electrons. The people said positively 

charged electron is antimatter of negatively charged electron. This is a conceptual mistake. Whether it is 

positively charged electrons, or negatively charged electrons, they are material, are electrons. 

There are four no exact answer questions in physics. (1) The origin of the universe. The universe 

exists long before human, and could not be verified. (2) The end result of the universe. In the extinction 

of mankind, the universe will be a long time, cannot validate. (3) The scope of the universe. There can be 

no exact boundary. (4) How small material can be divided. From a philosophical perspective, it is 

infinitely divisible; from means of speaking, it is depends on the measurement techniques. 

3. Departing from axiomatic system 

Scientific research should comply with the axiomatization of a scientific system. Namely, space, 

matter and time are objective realities that do not depend on the people's subjective will, and cannot be 

proved by the theory. The length of the physical description of the space (m), the number of physical 
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quantities of matter (kg) and the basic physical quantities of time (seconds) are prescribed, and cannot 

be changed after provided.  

Now, physics word has defined meter using the light speed, and is trying to define kilogram using 

E=mc2 .  

4. Error nature of the theory of relativity 

While the mainstream physics community recognized that around the world no one understands the 

theory of relativity and the theory of relativity has not been verified, they do not allow people to say that 

the theory of relativity is wrong, they also let the universities as well as the high school to teach the 

theory of relativity. 

In the original paper of Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity, there are many logical errors, 

mathematical derivation errors and inconsistencies. Special theory of relativity denied the definition of 

the basic physical quantities. 

Essences of special relativity: (1) The “relativity of simultaneity” is a false proposition. It is obtained 

through exchanging secretly concepts, shifting premises, and confusing feeling and existence, reflection 

and actuality. (2) The mathematical foundation of special relativity, namely the Lorentz transformation, is 

a group of self-contradictory mathematical equations; they do not have any scientific value. (3) The 

special relativity has not been proved using any experiment. Some of the so-called “experiment 

confirmations” are spurious and some are labeled coercively on it. Special relativity is an absurd 

theoretical system set up on the bases of wrong hypothesis and mathematics educing. Therefore, it is a 

“cancer” in the scientific system, bottleneck for further confining scientific development, and a kind of 

religion in the coat of science. 
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